
Senior Software Engineer - UI Developer (f/m)

Address
Klosterstr. 62 | 10179 Berlin

When?
Immediately

Contact
Jobs@websitebutler.de

Where?
Berlin

Websitebutler is one of the largest full-service-website provider in Germany with over 5000 happy 
B2B-customers. Now we want to approach our next goal with our ambitious colleagues: revolution-
ize the international website market with our self-developed software. An exciting and challeng-
ing journey is ahead and we know that we will only achieve our goal togehter as a team. Therefore, 
it is important to encourage the development of every employee with a lot of fun and team spirit!



Together we will develop and improve the best website creation and
publishing tools for SMBs on the market

You will utilize AI to inject corporate identity into beautiful unique
websites

You will seek for new ways to improve and advance our own CMS and
CRM called “James”

Through continuous observation of our user’s behavior you always strive
for the best UIs which allows users to operate faster

You should have at least 5 years of experience in software engineering

You are highly experienced with Node.js and JavaScript Frameworks like 
React, Angular or Backbone

You have comfortable knowledge with PHP/Symfony

You have confi dent usage of HTML5, CSS3/SCSS and JS/jQuery to create 
the most user-friendly interfaces

You ideally have experience of the Software Development Life Cycle, TDD, 
CI, CD

You have experience in working on an Agile Scrum team/project

You work directly with our founders and get the opportunity to take 
part in building up our Dev-Team 

You have the chance to actively shape our product and create some-
thing truly meaningful – for our users and yourself

Our “we can do it” mindset coupled with our start up style atmosphere 
allows us to pursue an agile approach and to off er an
innovation-friendly workplace

Free choice of your own working gear 

Prime offi  ce location – in the heart of Berlin, where coff ee fl atrate, fruits 
and other extras await you

If you are ready for this challenge, we would be happy to receive your application 
including your start date and salary expectations. Any questions? Feel free to contact 
our Recruiting Team: jobs@websitebutler.de
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